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Welcome
Welcome to the very first
edition of La Belle Vie or
“The beautiful life”. La Belle
Vie has been created for you,
our patients and friends to tell
you a little about ourselves,
what’s new in the wonderful
world of plastic surgery and
of course to help you to feel
and look beautiful!
I would like to introduce
myself. My name is Belinda
and I am the Practice Manager
and Cosmetic Consultant for
Dr Peter Laniewski. I have been
working with Dr Laniewski
as his practice manager for
the last 3 years. My interests
are wide and varied, from
exercising occasionally to
cooking and travelling. My
background consists of
education, performing arts
and of course management.
My favourite role in the
practice is patient liaison. I love
my work because I get to meet
a lot of wonderful, generous
and interesting people every
day. Every person’s story is
unique and interesting. Some
have been through the terrible
diagnosis and recovery of
cancer and others have just
wanted a little help to make
them look and feel beautiful.
La Belle Vie is about looking
good and feeling good while
having a wonderful time. So
please send me any topics
you would like covered or any
questions that you have and
I will find the answers for you!
I hope you find La Belle Vie
interesting and informative!

Belinda Clarke
Practice Manager

Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder!
Yes that is what I tell myself every time I look in the mirror. If you
can look at yourself and know that you look good, you tend to feel
fantastic! Feeling good about yourself anables you to exude a real
confidence which draws others to you. Beauty truly does come from
within when one is satisfied with the external package.
My 4 tips for beauty:

A Special Thankyou
A special thankyou to all those wonderful
ladies who attended our event at the
Observatory hotel hosted by Harper’s
Bazaar. We had a wonderful time we
hope you did too. Great food, champagne
and lovely people! We hope to see you
again next year. Contact reception@
drpeterlaniewski.com.au for more details
or if you would like to attend in 2011.

More

consulting

time!

Due to popular demand, we have
opened up more consulting time
with Dr Laniewski, and remember
that when you book surgery or a
non-surgical procedure you have
your initial consultation fee waived!
Also, Dr Laniewski is now
consulting in Neutral Bay! Call
02 8824 8481 for more details.

Dracula therapy!

TIME TO
RELAX WITH...

It has been in the news for a little
while and is being widely adopted as
a new and effective means of facial
rejuvenation in the US. The good news
is that it is coming to Australia very soon,
sounds a little creepy but what is it?
If you cannot stand the thought of your
own of blood, stop reading now!
I admit I am a little bit obsessed
with staying young so I was
extremely keen to learn about
how I could use my own
blood to make me look and of
course feel younger! Dracula
therapy as it is colloquially
known or PRP therapy involves
injecting your own blood back
into your face, hands and neck to
help restore your youthful looks! Yes it is
all true and it works! Your practitioner will take approximately 9
mls of your own blood, clean it up removing the best parts and
inject it back into areas of the face, hands and neck that require
rejuvenation. The process is called “stimulated self serum”,
and no it is not only for Twihards! PRP or platelet rich plasma
is extracted from your own blood and injected back into face,
hands and neck causing your body to react and attempt to repair
itself stimulating collagen growth, to fill those lines and wrinkles
that you really don’t need. The treatment is fairly simple and is
similar to the process of having a filler injection.
The beauty of this system is that what is being injected
is a super strength version of your own blood, no artificial
colours or flavours! There will be almost no reaction only
minor swelling or bruising at the injection site and certainly no
rejection of the product.
The treatment lasts longer than typical filler injections, around
18 months plus and has a cumulative effect, so it will get better
and better with additional treatments. It has not reached us yet
but is not far away. Contact Belinda@drpeterlaniewski.com.au for
more information or if you would like to take part in a clinical trial.

Winter Specials
Winter is coming to an end so help us to celebrate with
some fantastic specials. We have some great specials for
the month of August to stave off those winter chills and
get you ready for Spring.

products

Consultations

All restylane filler injections
are 20% off for the month of
August only! Be quick this
offer is strictly limited
and is valid only for
bookings in August
and until stock lasts.

Free cosmetic consultations
are always available with our
cosmetic consultants but are
strictly limited. Call now to secure
your booking.

Anti-wrinkle injections are
great value as always at $350
for 1 area, $600 for 2 areas and
$790 for 3 areas. Remember that
we guarantee the price for the
time that you are with us, you will
never pay more than what you
paid for your first injection!

Coming soon

Please note that there are NO
Nurse injectors here! Dr Laniewski
performs all anti-wrinkle and filler
injections himself!

20% off all Rationale Clinical
skincare and makeup while
stock lasts.

100% Consultation rebate when
you place a surgical booking with
Dr Laniewski.

Half price cosmetic consultations
– check the website
www.drpeterlaniewski.com.au
for times and dates!

Clinical trials
In our practice we are presented
with new innovative rejuvenation
products every week! Some
are great, and some are not
so great. When we find a new
product that we love, we conduct
clinical trials. If you are interested
and would like to take part in
clinical trials and /or training, and
receive great products at heavily
discounted prices send an email
to reception@drpeterlaniewski.
com.au to register.

The most enjoyable food has to be simple to prepare, look good on the plate!
It always tastes better this way! I have shared a couple of my favourite recipes below.

Balsamic strawberries
55g(1/4 cup) caster sugar
2 tsp balsamic vinegar
1 tsp arrowroot
250g strawberries halved

Method:
Peel and chop the pumpkin and kumara and set
aside – I always do this first because it makes the
whole process faster.
Heat olive oil gently in large saucepan. Add chopped
onion and fry gently until lightly golden. Add ginger and
be careful not to burn it. Fry for another minute.
Add pumpkin and kumara and pour in enough stock to cover
the vegetables. Bring to the boil, then allow to simmer until
vegetables are tender. Season.
Blend the soup in batches until it reaches a smooth consistency.
Reheat if required. Add coconut milk/cream if desired. Serve.

I like to surround myself with beautiful things and of course beautiful people. Here are a few
of my latest favourite things! Chocolate, champagne and shopping top my list, these things
always make me feel good!

Send your comments and questions to
Belinda@drpeterlaniewski.com.au

Final comments

